
CUMMINS CORPORATION MODELS

In the United States, Cummins machines were
made in four models over a period of years.

• Model 50 was a single-die machine discon
tinued about 1930. There is supposed to
have been a Model 51 which had two dies,
but no illustration has ever been found.

• Model 52 was a five-die hand operated
machine discontinued about 1939.

was applied to one stamp at a time as it was fed to
the point of application. The application of the
perfin really served no useful purpose. The prime
purpose of the perfin is to protect against misuse
and to guard against theft. With the stamps safely
locked in a machine there was little chance of theft .

At first, a few Schermack coils were punched with
unusual designs. I have one which has been perfo
rated with the BA of B. Altman and Company, the
New York City firm, but such examples are quite
rare .

•

•

Model 53 was a ten-die hand operat ed
machine. The last one sold was in 1956 for
$595.00. In 1908, the machine sold for
$60.00 with dies of three or fewer initials.
At the same time the Model 52 sold for
$35.00 with the same restr ictions.

Model 56 was a ten-die electrically operat
ed machine not built after 1942.

PERFORATING COILS

As most readers know, Schermack coil perfins are
punched with a nine-hole coded patt ern . When
normal patterns were fed into the Schermack
machine, the small metal fingers which were part of
the mechanism that advanced the stamps as they
were used were apt to catch in the holes. Ther efore
a new system had to be devised in which a smaller
number of holes were used and were concentrated
in the center of the stamp. This is the reason for
the nine-hole code in Schermack perfins.

HELP ADD TO THE STORY
Walter Bose also lists several patterns said to be

limited to coil stamps only, implying that some
machines were especially suited to handling stamps
of this kind.

In the United States, we have only a few patterns
that regularly turn up on coils. One well-known
type, used almost exclusivelyon coils, is the City of
Chicago's I WILL (1-119). But it is quite awkward
to put coils through one of the usual types of
perforating machines, and I have never heard of a
machine designed specifically for coil stamps.

THE SCHERMACK PATTERNS

It is tru e that the Schermack coils came with
perfins punched in them, but these differ radically
in manner of application .

Perfins, in the sense that we usually think of them,
are applied to large numbers of stamps at one time,
after which they are distributed to various locations.
The perfins are intended to protect the stamps in
the handling that takes place between the point of
supply and the point of use.

In the Schermack machine, the stamps were kept
in a locked case from which they were fed and
applied directly to the envelope. The hole pattern
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All of the information in this article comes from
my files which are quite extensive. However, much
remains to be told about perfins machinery and it is
hoped that readers who can add to the story will
communicate (that information).

Romanian Cover

David A. Cooper (#ln3)

Sometime in the past I purchased the Romanian
cover that is illustrated on the next page. One of
the four stamps is perfinned. I almost did not buy
the cover because the stamps have not been can
celed and I am fussyabout items that have not been
properly used.

The cover did go through the mail despite the lack
of a postal cancellation on the stamps. The ques
tion is, where did it enter the mail stream? Up
until the early part of this century, postal workers
were very proud or'there services; however, this
cover is probably a precursor of the recent uncan
celled covers that I have seen. The back of the
envelope has a double ring DUNDEE (Scotland)
receiving stamp showing receipt after 8:00 PM on
February 15, 1908. This ties in fairly well with the
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three copies of a 5 bani yellow green and a 10 bani
rose issue showing King Carol I.

The to bani rose has a fine "N.F.e." perfin
which agrees with the return address, "NICHOLE
FEHER & CIE, BUCURESTI, STRADASMARD
AN, No. 10." This perfin pattern is illustrated as N6
in the Catalog of Romanian Perfins, by U slo Eros
published by the Perfins Club in 1989. However,
the user is not identified in the catalog nor is the
user identified in the Catalog of Romanian Perfins
Supplement No.1, 1991 by Bob Schwerdt.
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Z Punch

Joe Laura Jr. (# 1238)

The rather unusual post card illustrated on the
next page has the letter "Z" punched through both
the It Ben Franklin issue of 1908 and the post
card,

There is no clue to the meaning of the punch or
the meaning.

If you have any hints or clues, please send them to
the Bulletin editor.
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